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The British philosopher John Searle points out the distinction between brute facts and
institutional facts. Institutional facts are more theory-laden than brute facts. Agreement"
on brute facts is easy to come by, whereas agreement on institutional facts depends on
observers' sharing assumptions and definitions (i.e., it's more crucial that observers be
members of the same thought-community; Fleck, 1935/1979). An "invisible college" is
-made-visible-by--today's gathering of Dabrowskians, for example, who share
appreciation of the man, knowledge of his aims and outlook, familiarity with the concept
of positive disintegration, and so on. These similarities define a thought-community.
Presenting a dynamic theory of selfhood, Dabrowsky paid no attention to studies of
individual differences. Danziger has noted that these are two separate endeavors:
"If the subject is an individual consciousness, we get a very different kind of psychology
than if the subject is a population of organisms" (1990, p. 88). They yield two sets of
institutional facts. So what I have to say may seem inappropriate or beside the point,
or even unfair in that it regards Dabrowsky's ideas from a vantage point quite different
from his own. But if he is to enter the pantheon of scholars who demand to be
reckoned with, his theory has got to be acknowledged, and to some extent accepted, by
a wider audience - one that consists mostly of social scientists for whom statements
about samples afl'd populations are persuasive evidence.

From Dabrowsky's several assertions about mental health and positive disintegration,
I have chosen three to examine in the light of personality research findings since the
time of his writing. Of the three, one fares poorly against the empirical record, one
receives strong support, and one appears to be truer for women than for men. The
studies I cite were not designed to test Dabrowsky's theory, but I believe their results
can and- shouid be' brought to bear in assessing its truth'value. --The findTn'gs- i cite are .-.~- -----~-- ----,- .
convincing to me; and some of them have been cross-validated.
1. Mens sana in corpora sana cannot be taken seriously" (Dabrowsky, 1964, p. 110).
Here Dabrowsky argued that there is little or no relationship between physical health
and mental health; pointing to John Keats as an example, he suggested that physical
weakness may sometimes be conducive to positive disintegration. Even as Dabrowsky
wrote, Maslow (1954; 1964) was advancing a theory of motivational priorities that said
U

just the opposite, and French (1964) was advocating a 21-item list of characteristics of
gifted children, headed by "1. Superior physique as demonstrated by above-average
height, weight, coordination, endurance, and general health. n

